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Observation and teaching practice in
French as a foreign language

Due to the COVID-19 crisis, the information below is subject to change, in particular that concerning the teaching mode
(presential, distance or in a comodal or hybrid format).

10 credits 40.0 h

Teacher(s) Lucchini Silvia (coordinator) ;

Language : French

Place of the course Louvain-la-Neuve

Main themes This 40-hour placement is divided into two parts:

a. Placements observing and analysing teaching practice (10 hrs): encouraging the student to look ahead to their
own management of classes by observing their future students and placement supervisor's classes.

b. Teaching placement (30 hrs): allowing the future teacher to put the various themes covered in the course into
practice under the guidance of UCL-authorized placement supervisors.

These placements are separated into two parts which correspond to the two different placement locations and
supervisors:

a. Partner placement (10 hrs): placement undertaken in groups of two, alternating which partner takes the class
(either during the course of each hour or from one hour to the next). Each partner will give at least 4 hours of
classes alone. Particular emphasis is placed on the communicational and rational aspects of teaching.

b. Individual teaching placement (20 hrs): this placement can either be the subject of a 'didactic sequence'
presented to one class or shared between various classes.

The 40 hours of placement time will be followed by a report lesson.

Aims

1

When he has completed the placements the student will have demonstrated his ability to:

-devise, plan and give lessons in French as a foreign or second language;

-reflect upon and modify his teaching practices

-adapt to different professional situations within the various educational environments by interacting with
the placement supervisors.

- - - -
The contribution of this Teaching Unit to the development and command of the skills and learning outcomes of the programme(s)
can be accessed at the end of this sheet, in the section entitled “Programmes/courses offering this Teaching Unit”.

Evaluation methods Due to the COVID-19 crisis, the information in this section is particularly likely to change.
Each placement is subject to gradual, formative assessment in the form of notes and daily advice received from
the placement supervisor;  once the placement is complete it will be subject to a certification assessment. The
placement supervisor will provide the student with his evaluation during an assessment interview.

All the placements together will ultimately be the subject of a final certification assessment which will take the form of
a report lesson presented to a panel comprised of teachers from the masters in romance languages and literature.

Possible exemptions: a student who has already been teaching the subject for more than one year can be exempted
from 20 hours of the practical placement.

Teaching methods Due to the COVID-19 crisis, the information in this section is particularly likely to change.
Types of teaching: individual students' placements will be shared so far as is possible between bridging classes
and other types of teaching. Alternation of placements and teaching: the placements are strictly consistent with
the lessons and are organised alternately with those lessons.

Content For each placement to be performed, at the beginning of the year the student will provide his placement director
with a list of his preferences from amongst the proposed institutions and placement supervisors. He will however
need to request placements in two different types of teaching. Once placements have been assigned to the student,
he will agree the methods for the observation and practical lesson placements with his placement supervisor. He
will also agree the themes and timetable for his placements with his placement supervisors. Before beginning a
placement, he will submit his lesson plan project to the placement supervisor who will discuss any possible changes
to it with him.

Inline resources Useful documents are available on the iCampus site for the course.

Bibliography
La liste bibliographique est disponible sur le site iCampus du cours LROM2940.
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Other infos Nil

Faculty or entity in

charge

ELAL
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Programmes containing this learning unit (UE)

Program title Acronym Credits Prerequisite Aims

Master [120] in French and

Romance Languages and

Literatures : French as a Foreign

Language

FLE2M 10

https://sites.uclouvain.be/archives-portail/ppe2020/en-prog-2020-fle2m.html
https://sites.uclouvain.be/archives-portail/ppe2020/en-prog-2020-fle2m-cours_acquis_apprentissages.html

